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Lattuca Barbecue 

"Meat Lover's Utopia"

If you are a meat lover, looking for a place where you can satiate a

massive appetite then Lattuca BBQ is the place for you. From briskets,

beef ribs to pulled pork and pork ribs, Lattuca BBQ is about all things

meat. Served with a generous portion of BBQ beans, coleslaw or mac &

cheese, their platters are heavenly to say the least. The meat is done to

perfection thus leaving no room for complaints. To ensure no wastage,

only a limited amount is cooked each day and the food tends to run out

quickly, so be sure you arrive early!

 +1 514 246 1680  lattucabarbecue.ca/  15 Rue De Le Commune Ouest,

Montreal QC
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Romados 

"Follow Your Nose to Romados"

The smell of Romados' roasting chicken utterly fills the air in this area of

the Plateau. People often respond by uncontrollably lining up for 15

minutes to order a succulent chicken sandwich. Cheap on its own, but you

can get it with fries or salad for an extra good value. Ravenous for more?

Get a half chicken, fries, salad and rice combination. Savvy clientele pre-

order their food by phoning 45 minutes beforehand, then skip past the

masses to pick up their chow. Pastries, cakes, and their famous egg tarts

are also there to tempt you before you make your getaway.

 115 Rue Rachel Est, Montreal QC
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Le Boucan 

"Smoked Delights"

Enjoy delectable smokehouse and barbeque favorites in a relaxed setting

at Le Boucan, located in Little Burgundy. The menu offers an extensive

choice of American-inspired smokehouse specialties including pork ribs,

pulled pork guedille and grilled salmon among others. Their signature 5

Napkin Burger and Pit Boss platter are a favorite among patrons. Don't

miss the scrumptious desserts on offer. The bar menu offers a premium

choice of bourbons, whiskeys and other spirits. Exposed-brick walls,

extensive woodwork and warm lighting create a cozy atmosphere in the

dining room. The outdoor terrace is an inviting affair in summers. The

space is available for private events.

 +1 514 439 4555  en.leboucan.com/  infos@leboucan.com  1886 Notre-Dame West,

Montreal QC

https://pixabay.com/photos/meat-food-bbq-fried-meat-1155132/
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Tejano Bbq Burrito 

"Toothsome Burritos"

Tejano Bbq Burrito brings about an amalgamation of two favorites,

Mexican food and BBQ and their exciting burritos are always well received

by locals and tourists alike. Choose your base then go on and select the

hot ingredients, try the Spanish rice if you are looking for a veggies treat

but indulge in the spiced pulled pork if you are a meat lover. Any Mexican

dish is incomplete without some salsa and guacamole, so go on and add a

generous amount of those. Grab a seat nearby and dig into your fantastic

creation.

 +1 514 303 3500  info@tejanobbqburrito.com  511 rue De Courcelle, Montreal QC
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Black Strap BBQ 

"Hearty Barbecue Delicacies"

Located in the heart of Verdun, Black Strapp BBQ is a Memphis barbecue

place which offers a range of authentic dishes like spare ribs, brisket,

whole chicken and turkey. The meat is slow-cooked over an indirect

charcoal or wood flame. You can also try out their sweet sauce or their

California-style spicy and tangy sauce, both of which enhance the flavor of

the meat. An interesting fact about the restaurant is that all their

containers and carry bags are made of easily biodegradable material and

the meat used for cooking is mostly hormone-free.

 +1 514 507 6772  www.blackstrapbbq.ca/fc/  info@blackstrapbbq.ca  4436 Rue Wellington,

Verdun, Montreal QC
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